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It’s chocs away as Year 9 
get fl ighty in their lessons

Our Year 9 pupils took learning to new 
heights recently, as they became aero-
space engineers for the day and built their 
own aeroplanes.
The interactive Stem (Science, Technol-
ogy, Engineering & Mathematics) event 
was hosted virtually by the Smallpiece 
Trust and introduced our would-be Biggles 
to the exciting world of engineering.
It also highlighted what is required to gain 
a Crest Discovery award from the British 
Science Association.
The Crest Award is well-regarded by UCAS 
and is recognised as a high-quality and tan-

gible source of skills and knowledge.
In terms of the day itself, Year 9 explored 
the physics of fl ight through concepts 
such as aerodynamics and forces. 
Then, in groups, they would go on to de-
sign and construct an aeroplane, before 
putting them to the acid test of seeing 
whose could fl y the furthest. 

Exercise
Proceedings started with a team building 
exercise determining who could build the 
tallest tower. 
This was followed by creating gliders 
made only from card, straws and Blu Tack, 

before events concluded with pupils build-
ing their very own aeroplane powered by a 
propeller mechanism and with the fuselage 
constructed out of balsa wood.
Overseeing the event was ICT’s Miss Cur-
phey, who said: “The students loved having 
the opportunity to experience what it meant 
to be an aerospace engineer and being able 
to learn a number of new skills. 
“At the end of the day, our students 
watched their aircraft take fl ight... with 
some more successful than others.
“It was great fun and they all enjoyed 
what was a brilliant learning exercise.”
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Fundraising pupils are 
hoping to be out to brunch

Throughout May, our Year 7s are 
participating in ‘Wellness Wednesdays’. 
During recent Form times, 7S 
enjoyed a mindfulness session in the 
Sacred Heart Peace Garden, whilst 
their teacher also enjoyed a well-
earned ‘wellness break’. 
Mrs Campbell explains more: 
“Students used their artistic skills 
to create unique pieces of artwork 
on pebbles, which were then placed 
around the garden path. 
“Patterns, rainbows, and collective 
worship symbols now adorn the 
pebbles, adding to the peaceful, tranquil 
atmosphere of the garden, which will be 
enjoyed for many years to come.” 

Year 7 hope to have a lot on their plates 
this year, as they look to raise money for 
Dementia UK.
The youngsters are all chomping at the 
bit to raise money for the charity, with 
every £5 they tot up seeing them add a 
food item to the ‘Brunchometer’.
Director of Lower School, Mrs 
Campbell, explains: “The idea behind 
the Brunchometer board is that each 
Form Group has its own lunch plate and 
when they raise £5, an item of food or 
drink is added to their plate. 
“The Form that raises the most from 

each Year Group will then be treated to a 
brunch in the new Peace Garden.
Lower Site’s latest foody fundraiser has 
certainly brought out the competitive 
edge in our Year 7s, with two pupils 
already quick out of the blocks to help 
their Forms be top ‘hot’ dogs.

Challenge
As soon as Corey Ashcroft (pictured, 
top left) heard about the fundraising 
challenge, he brought in £10 of his own 
pocket money to get the ball rolling for 
his Form, 7D.
Not to be outdone, Marie Tarbuck (7R) 

proved that silence was golden, as she 
raised £17.10 by holding her very own 
sponsored shush.
The pair’s efforts have been rightly 
recognised with the duo both receiving 
some much-deserved praise from Mrs 
Campbell, who added: “Congratulations 
to both Corey and Marie, who have set 
the standard for the other Form Groups 
with their thoughtful ideas and donations. 
Well done both.”
Our Year 8 students are also doing their bit 
to help by getting involved with the counting 
and collating of all the money raised.  

Pebble thrill


